When you're in real trouble, hoping for some help, A good Samaritan arrives and saves you with his act, Don't you inside feel God Himself arrived on the scene, He listened to your prayers and sent the good Samaritan in.
Wherever you see goodness, know God is there, If you have some goodness, God is surely in there Wow! God is there hidden in each of us, you know, While we look for Him in heavens He is smiling at us now! Do good to your friend to make him feel about God, Do good to your enemy and make him think of God. Be good, do good, sounds so good, for so good is God, See goodness all around you and in goodness God.
Anil Kumar Chawla, MD, MRCP (UK) Senior Specialist in Medicine Royal Hospital Muscat, Oman

Lateral Thinking
Lateral thinking was introduced by a philosopher named Eward De Bono in the late sixties. It was introduced for better creativity as compared with vertical thinking. Lateral thinking involves taking up a new and quite arbitrary position in reaching up to solutions or simply generating new ideas.Lateral thinking has four principles:
Realizing the dominance of an old idea, searching for different ways of looking at things, realizing the inhibition of vertical thinking and finally using and encouraging chance.
Logical thinking has conventionally been the only way to be creative and to be judgmental. It is, however, not the only effective way of thinking. Human endeavour to search for new ideas and methods indicates dissatisfaction with logical thinking. Logical thinking is also referred to as vertical thinking. Vertical thinking is a high probability thinking. People use it because to them is the only known straightforward pathway, which follows step-by-step logical sequence. Lateral thinking is a low probability thinking, which is used when vertical thinking is unable to find a solution or when a new idea is required.
New ideas are not necessarily product of hard work. In many instances it comes in a flash of insight. Although new information can lead to new ideas, many ideas can evolve without new information at all. The same known information can be put together in a new way. The ability to generate new ideas is related to a particular way of thinking. One should be aware of dominance of the old idea, which is apparently adequate, it interferes with the emergence of new idea. If an old idea is assumed to be the only path leading to new ideas, then new ideas will never come. Exposing an old idea by defining it or writing it down help to avoid its polarizing effect.
Realizing how a dominant idea can be an obstacle is the first principle in lateral thinking.
The second principle of lateral thinking is search for different ways of looking at things. Many discoveries were the result of shift in attention. The shift in attention may be from one part of the problem or another or from one stage in the development of the problem to another.
The third principle of lateral thinking is realizing that vertical thinking is not only ineffective in generating new ideas but also inhibiting. A major disadvantage of vertical thinking is that if it succeeds in reaching to a conclusion then that route is assumed to be the only one available and no need to look backward for other routes. Vertical thinking by logic starts from where the previous route ends. If the previous route is wrong, then by vertical thinking one is moving in a wrong direction.
The fourth principle of lateral thinking is chance. It is possible to use chance deliberately, weird as it may seem, by encouraging the right environment for it and then harvesting its resultant interactions. Play is one ideal method of chance. Purposeless play without design allows chance to construct results which otherwise would not exist. Brainstorming is another method of encouraging chance. It is when all loud thoughts are expressed no matter how absurd and illogical they seem. Another useful technique in using chance, is wandering around a place, which is full of things that are welcomed to stimulate the mind for ideas.
In addition to the above four principles of lateral thinking, there are different methods and techniques that encourage lateral thinking. Thinking in terms of visual images, for example, facilitates flow of ideas. Situations, problems or parts of problems get "frozen" by words and names. This precludes fluidity of ideas. One way of avoiding rigidity of words is to think in terms of visual images. Lines, diagrams, colours graphs and other illustrative ways are examples of visual language which serve lateral thinking. Reversing processes and releasing imaginary boundaries to problems are other useful techniques in lateral thinking.
Although most obvious examples in human history using lateral thinking were in science and research, lateral thinking is by no means restricted to that. It is a way of thinking that can be applied to all situations. New ideas are the positive aspect of lateral thinking. Those who never use it run into disadvantaged vertical thinking. Indeed, such people can be manipulated, for their mind always follows a predictable high-probability pathway.
Lawyers and doctors are among the most rigid vertical thinkers. They prefer things to be rigid, well defined and orthodox. On the other hand, people who tend to use lateral thinking most naturally in their work are journalists and advertising people. They need to continuously develop new ideas for their profession to be successful. By the same token, artists with their dedication to breaking down old conventions and traditions are the supreme users of lateral thinking. Humour is closely linked with lateral thinking. With humour the mind switches back and forth between the obvious ways of looking at things to the unexpected way.
The effectiveness of an idea depends on how it is judged. It is known that judgment depends on past experience. Unfortunately, new ideas cannot be judged on past experience. People are reluctant to adopt new ideas especially those involving major financial cost. Even though, new ideas are generated to save money by proposing more efficient way of doing things, making use of waste material, improving design and so on. Lateral thinking can be acquired just as one acquires a skill in sports. As with golf or skiing one does not become an expert by reading about it. It is a habit of mind that comes with practice and training Vertical thinking is a natural tendency and lateral thinking is artificial. In order to overcome this natural tendency, it is necessary to be deliberate and even artificial. Some people are lateral thinkers by nature. They are gifted with this talent and do it spontaneously rather than deliberately. I also believe that once a person learns this technique and practices it deliberately, it may well get incorporated into his mind that it may become second to nature.
Lateral thinking allows the freedom to be wrong occasionally in order to be right ultimately. This freedom is meant to allow for creativity, it should not get misinterpreted and abused by allowing "mistakes" in order to reach solutions.
Although I mainly promotes lateral thinking. I believe that by no means one should rely only on one technique, rather the two types of thinking, lateral and vertical are complementary to one another. For certain situation which is straight forward, vertical thinking can be adequate. In "twisted" situation, ordinary vertical thinking may be inadequate to find a solution, then lateral thinking can be applied. In a situations where new idea is required, vertical thinking is much less effective for this purpose and lateral thinking is the one to be used.
Although most examples in human history using lateral thinking were among scientists, it can be applied in any situation. To best of my knowledge, thus far, there has been no trials on lateral thinking and no research to provide vehicles to explore the path of lateral thinking. I believe this is an area worth exploring although it might be faced with great deal of difficulties.
Lateral thinking is not a new magic formula but simply a better creative way of thinking, which all of us can use whether in our profession or in our everyday life. 
Nada
